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The limited supply of raw

materials is not only an

economic problem, but

also of great ecological

and social relevance. The

interdisciplinary Cascade

Use research group

meets this challenge by

making sustainable 

resource management

its focus. The aim of the scienists led by 

Dr.-Ing. Alexandra Pehlken is to develop

models and processes that help raw mate-

rials stay in use as long as possible over

several stages of the economic cycle,

thereby conserving resources and the en-

vironment. The scienists of Cascade Use

come from economics and computer 

science, as well as from the field of energy

research, at the Carl von Ossietzky Univer-

sity. 

This means that the research group is 

ideally suited to the broad scienific and

environmental research field. This covers

the fields of energy, climate, ecosystems of

the marine and coastal regions as well as

the environmental economy, sustainability

management and company environmental

informaion. Cascade Use is a task of global

importance, so it is paricularly welcome

that the research group also cooperates 

internaionally, with scienific partners

abroad in China and Canada. The work of

the research group with children and 

adolescents is also remarkable. As we

know, awareness and sensiivity to sustain-

ability and the environment cannot be de-

veloped early enough.

I wish Cascade Use coninued success.

Prof. Dr. Dr. Hans Michael Piper

President of the Carl von Ossietzky 

University of Oldenburg
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Cascade Use is a research group

funded by the FONA program of the

German federal government focusing 

on global change. The Cascade Use 

research group aims to contribute to how

our society can 

paricipate in reducing

CO2 emissions and 

consuming fewer 

resources. Cascade Use

is located in north-west Germany at the

Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg.

This posiions the group to be well 

integrated in outstanding sustainability 

research, represented by the COAST 

and Centos sustainability alliances at 

the university. The group also cooperates

with the Enerio energy research network

on mobility and energy supplies. In 

order to achieve the widest possible 

spectrum of mulipliers in society with our

research, we have set ourselves the goal of 

publishing an informaion brochure on

Cascade Use and related aspects. In the 

research group, we are developing 

a decision-making tool to visualize how 

materials are integrated into lifecycles 

and when they become available again, 

either to reuse or to recycle them. 

The goal is to be able to supply resources

as long as possible to the uilizaion phase

so that no new primary raw materials 

have to be used. For many users, the 

tool can be an auxiliary

tool to achieve specific 

sustainability goals. 

As a case study, 

we show the reuse 

and recycling of end-of-life vehicles in 

Germany and China. We consider topics in

the context of car manufacturing and 

recycling with the focus on materials and 

their potenial future CO2 emissions, 

such as:

- ire recycling

- criical metals and

material flow analysis

- life cycle assessments

- resource-efficient design

- electromobility (Lithium-Ion bateries)

On the basis of the calculated 

CO2 emissions that are saved within 

OOURUR

WWORKORK

“Recycling Strategies 

& Resource Use 

Management”
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the waste hierarchy, every 

consumer or the industry can

determine for themselves

what contribuion they can

make to conserve resources.

Cooperaions

On the Asian coninent, we are working 

intensively with the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering at Shanghai Jiao

Tong University. Prof. Chen Ming (one of

the experts for car remanufacturing in

China) and Dr.-Ing. Alexandra Pehlken have

cooperated on a scienific level since

2010. In 2013, they collaborated their 

research efforts at the "Internaional Auto

Recycling & Remanufacturing  Forum" in

Shanghai. Dr.-Ing. Pehlken was invited as a

speaker to report on her sustainable 

approach of cascade use of car parts and

the associated potenial CO2 savings. On

an internaional level, Cascade Use,  in 

collaboraion with Prof. Dr. Steven  

B. Young, of the University of Waterloo,

Canada, deals with the topic of material

flow analysis and life cycle assessment.

Dr.-Ing. Alexandra Pehlken with the former President of the 

University, Prof. Dr. Katharina Al-Shamery, and Prof. Cheng Ming

(June 2015 in Oldenburg)
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In recent decades, my home country of China

has changed greatly, both economically and ecolog-

ically, with the problem of the availability of re-

sources becoming clear. Today, and in the future, the

tasks of sustainability and recycling will also play a significant role for China.

At the University of Oldenburg, I study business informaics. I am paricularly

enthusiasic about the topics of smart grid and energy management systems.

In close cooperaion between the Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Cascade

Use, I see a great opportunity from which all partners can benefit. With the

Cascade Use research group, I have discovered very interesing research topics

and aspects about decision-making in recycling processes.

Shudong Sun, B.A.

Student of Business Informaics

Main focus: Market Analysis in China

“

“

on the let: Team Cascade Use; on the right: Dr.-Ing.Alexandra 

Pehlken with Prof. Steven Young and Prof Cheng Ming 

(April 2017 in Shanghai)



Everyone talks about recycling, but it 

is not always clear in which sense 

the word is used.  In this leaflet we present 

a definiion (see figure on following page)

on recycling and the various recycling

chains. In general, there is more than 

one opion for a 

product at the end of

its life and the possible

recycling routes are

shown in the described

figure. In addiion to the well-known

“down-cycling” concept, we also idenify

“up-cycling” of product, which represents

producing a product with a higher quality

compared to its first lifeime. This is in 

contrast to the standard recycling which

might end in a product of lower quality

(down-cycling). Since there is no standard

to measure up- or down-cycling, it remains

a subjecive opinion. Cascade Use follows

the approach to assess a product’s 

recycling under material and energy 

flow perspecives. Less material waste 

and less energy 

consumpion during 

recycling results in

fewer emissions and

subsequently less 

impact to the environment. This is our 

sustainable approach.

A cascade is thus a cascaded use 

of materials or products in more than 

one life cycle. This cascade can go in 

both direcions: up or down, with going

While giving a presentaion on cascade use for my colleagues in 

Ontario, Canada, they recommended to use a waterfall to express the 

cascading concept. Waterfalls are oten associated with cascades and,

with respect to my Canadian colleagues, I contacted the Canadian 

photographer Jonathan Eger to provide me with Canadian waterfall 

photographs. Jonathan Eger also provided the photograph of the Jeepney on the

next page that represents an ideal cascaded use of a car.

Dr.-Ing. Alexandra Pehlken

Head of Cascade Use

OOURUR FFOCUSOCUS
CCASCADEASCADE UUSESE

“

„recycling under 
material and energy flow

perspectives“

© Jonathan Eger
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down to be the most likely direcion. 

A cascade going down is therefore not 

negaive for the environment, it is most

important that the material in both cases

is further used and litle or no waste and

energy savings are generated. As a 

result, we aim to 

develop a sustainable

product. We strongly 

recommend to already

plan during the product

planning phase how

the recyclability

will develop

ater the first

lifeime into a 

second life. This

is part of the

sustainable integrated product 

development. In the following aricles we

present case studies for the cascaded use

of products.
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The strategy of “reuse” can be 

disinguished into (1) reuse for the

same as the original purpose and (2) reuse

for a different than the originally intended

purpose. Example for the first type of

reuse are used products such as second-

hand clothing, used cars, or smartphones.

The picture on this page shows a so called

Jeepney from the Philippines: A military

vehicle converted into a public transport

vehicle. Reuse for other than the intended

purpose could be an old sock used as

cover for a smartphone, admitedly an 

excepional example. In our research 

project we focus on reuse of cars and car

components. Reuse can be the reuse of an

enire car as well as direct reuse of 

components provided by a car dismantler 

(“recycled parts”); reuse further includes

remanufactured components. In addiion,

repair lies in the range between direct

reuse and remanufacturing. In case of 

repair, defecive component parts are 

replaced in order to use the part for its 

intended purpose again. The approach of

remanufacturing goes much further than

repairing. Remanufacturing means to 

restore a component back to the technical

specificaions of a new component. 

Hence a remanufactured component

is considered to be “as good as new”

which is usually beter than a simple 

repair. However, there does not 

exist a single, globally accepted 

RREUSEEUSE
EEXAMPLEXAMPLE BASEDBASED ONON

22NDNDHHANDAND PPRODUCTSRODUCTS

© Jonathan Eger 
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definiion of remanufacturing. Therefore,

the process of remanufacturing can differ

between remanufacturers which may lead

to differences in quality. Nevertheless, in

the case of a spare part with a paricular

age and mileage of the source vehicle,

most of the imes, a remanufactured com-

ponent is of higher quality than a repaired

component. The later would be of higher

quality than a used component. These

quality differences are also usually 

reflected in price differences.

1111

For anyone who wonders how he can make a 

contribuion to the beter use of the resources provided

by Mother Earth, the concept of the Repair Café has

been immensely effecive in the simplest way. At these

Cafés, events are held with the moto "Help-to-Self-Help", comparable

to the famous “Do It Yourself” moto, where electronic devices, bicycles,

texiles as well as many other things can be repaired under instrucion

and then re-used. I think that the concept of the Repair Café is a great

contribuion to the containment of today's "gossip culture". Everyone can

try to repair their defecive devices with help of volunteers and make

them work again. The success cannot be guaranteed, but due to the 

competence of the helpers this is very probable. It is naturally worth a

try, because the beauty of the café approach is that no payment is 

required for entrance or for provided help while each visitor learns som

thing about the funcioning of electrical devices or, for example, 

dealing with sewing machines and soldering irons. Addiionally,

you get to meet many people at this event. You can exchange

ideas and conversaion over coffee and cake, or simply enjoy the

ime at the event. Everybody can paricipate. The takeaway mes-

sage of the café is: Consume less, repair more. And if you do not

know, come to the Repair Café.

Tobias Kölker, B.Sc.

Master Computer Science

Work tasks: App development and webmaster

“

“



RREMANUFACTURINGEMANUFACTURING

WITHWITH ALTERNATORSALTERNATORS ASAS EXAMPLEEXAMPLE

Based on an alternator as an example,

this secion explains the concept of

reuse. Alternators (or generators) are a

part of vehicles with combusion engines.

They produce the required energy for the

car. Originally, the visible part of this en-

ergy were the headlights. Today, cars need

much more energy to power all the 

energy-consuming components such as

the air-condiioning, engine management

and many other components. An 

alternator is an expendable part which

means that containing parts such as 

bearings, brushes, collectors and electric

components such as diodes and recifiers

can wear out. Some alternators allow the

exchange of parts, such as the brushes, 

instead of exchanging the whole otherwise

working alternator. The later would be a

repair with greater resource efficiency 

because solely the defecive part is 

exchanged. However, some of the 

available alternators are not designed for

such repairs. In such cases, the enire

alternators would need to be replaced 

either by a used, or repaired, or remanu-

factured alternator. A used part (from a 

recycler) is a good choice in terms of 

resource conservaion, though has no 

warranty. The predictability of a minimum

period of correct funcioning is the 

advantage of a new part. This predictability

is reflected in the producer’s warranty

which also comes with a higher price, usu-

ally. Remanufactured parts can 

be an alternaive. Remanu-

factured parts are usually

less expensive and they

© daskleineatelier - Fotolia.com



I intend to do as much as possible by 

myself when it comes to repair my own car. I use

recycled and remanufactured parts where 

possible. When I was a student, the price was

obviously an important driver and the resource

conservaion a welcome side effect. In Cascade

Use I am researching on challenges in the remanufacturing

sector and related environmental impacts. Since then, the 

interacion of economic and ecologic effects of reuse and 

recycling is of growing interest to me. It is exciing to see 

all the possibiliies for resource-conserving mobility. I hope

that in the future there will be even more possibiliies for 

the economically sensible reuse of all kinds of consumer 

goods. 

Mathias Kalverkamp, M.Sc.

Research Scienist

Main focus: Supply chains and markets of the 

automoive circular economy

“

“

need much less resources than new

spare parts. During the remanufacturing

process, the component is dismantled,

cleaned and checked. Defecive parts as

well as expendable parts are replaced. 

Remanufacturers may replace expend-

able parts in general in order to prevent

later warranty issues and repairs. This is

a major difference compared to a repair

process. The remanufacturing process

ends with the assembly and a funcional

test of the whole component. Although

this process is more expensive than a

repair it generally provides higher 

quality and a prolonged lifeime of the

component. 

1313
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It is always the best soluion to use and

reuse a component as long as possible

unil the component is either broken or is

not useable anymore. Thereater the next

cascade comes into place to recover the

material for further applicaions. This 

situaion implies to most ires related to

the use phase of a car and at its end of life.

Tires could someimes be reused in other

countries with less quality control or they

can be even retreaded. Heavy truck ires

or airplane ires are the ires with the 

highest retreading rate. Of course metal

and plasic recycling always plays a big role

in car recycling. Scrap ires represents a 

popular case study here since it has been

applied for many decades. The aim of

scrap ire recycling is to provide new 

material flows to the market in the form of

material recovery. In contrast we idenify

energy recovery (as in cement kilns, for 

example). Here, only one cascade exists

since there is only use phase as ire 

followed by the energy recovery with the

only reason to use the energy and the 

material properies are lost forever. 

Material recovery instead keeps the 

material properies and keeps the 

materials in the life cycle. These secondary

materials could subsitute primary 

materials and contribute to material 

savings. 

Composiion of a ire

A modern ire represents an integral safety

component in the vehicle undercarriage

and the connecion between the vehicle

and the roadway. It is a highly developed

composite structure, consising of 20–35

individual components (e.g. cover 

or tread, carcass, heel, etc.), with around

ten different types of rubber compound

and different designs based on various 

reinforcing agents (e. g. steel cord, nylon). 

Scrap ires represent the ires of various

sizes, make and age that are no longer

good for the use phase on cars. Therefore,

we can expect everything consising of a

mixture of various rubber mixtures, 

MMATERIALATERIAL RRECOVERYECOVERY

CCASEASE SSTUDYTUDY SSCRAPCRAP TTIRESIRES
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texiles, carbon black and steel. As a 

recycler you cannot rely on a constant feed

to your recycling facility. In addiion, the

different percentages of texiles (rayon,

nylon) and steel used as revealed in a 

comparison of passenger car and truck

ires are significant. Truck ires incorporate

a higher percentage of steel and a lower 

percentage of texiles than car ires. 

Moreover, for passenger car ires of the

latest generaion, a different picture

emerges thank to technological advances:

steel cord is being increasingly replaced

with high-strength yarns and cords made

of aramide fibres. As a consequence of

this, the texile content of the ires is 

tending to increase while the percentage

of steel is decreasing.

These are important characterisics that

must be taken into account in the 

processing of scrap ires. Other 

disinguishing characterisics of car and

truck ires are the different rubber types

and the mixing raio used 

in the ire compounds. Paricularly in the

passenger car ire sector, ires

are available with different

quality features (e. g. summer,

winter and high-speed ires),

which differ from each other,

for example, in 

the use of different rubber

compounds. 

The manufacturing of a pure

rubber product from scrap ires

with a specific composiion is

hardly possible as recycling

companies are rarely able to 

restrict their acceptance of

scrap ires to just one make and

type. This would only be possi-

ble in the form of a factory re-

turn point for scrap ires where the

manufacturer could take back his own

brand of scrap ires for

selecive recycling in his producion

process. However, with regard to logisic

and economic aspects, this is hardly a 

viable alternaive.

1515

From ire to flooring

© Daniel Schmidt

Scrap ires

© M. Schuppich - Fotolia



What happens during scrap
ire recycling

The material recycling process of scrap

ires is comprised of the producion 

of rubber granulates and powder with 

different paricle size 

distribuions. The aim 

of comminuion is to 

liberate and separate the

material consituents of

the ires. This applies

paricularly to the main

components, i.e. rubber,

steel and texiles. 

The scrap ires are 

generally comminuted in

a mulistage process; the

comminuion stages are

designed depending on

the requirements the 

recycled product must

meet. The selecion of

the comminuion 

equipment depends on

the requirements to be

met by the comminuted product. 

Technology for the comminuion of scrap

ires in the scope of the material recycling

of old rubber relies on the flexible use of

different processing steps. The intended

applicaion of the product is decisive in the

selecion of the required processing steps.

A rubber powder for the use in rubber

compounds can only be produced with a

much more expensive process than that

used to produce a granulate for use as 

substrate for arificial turf. To meet these

different requirements, the condiions for

the producion of the different products

must be opimized. Nevertheless an 

energeic balance should also be 

performed to make sure that the recycling

process does not consume more energy

than the producion of the virgin materials

would consume. Otherwise we would have 

emited more CO2 to the atmosphere and

our goal is here to reduce CO2 emission.

This is exactly where the research of 

Cascade Use comes into place: we idenify

the thresholds in car recycling on material

and energy level and make sure to reach

the goal of CO2 savings.

1616

Coarse rubber paricles derived from ire crushing

© DFG Metadis, Bremen University

Electron Microscope pictures of fine rubber paricles 

© Quelle MTL Natural Resources Canada

Fine rubber paricles ater ire crushing

© DFG Metadis, Bremen University
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The methodology of cascade use is 

not limited to the car industry, but can

be transferred to other technologies 

as well. We observe a similar approach in

the wind industry. Wind power acts as a

key player in the field of renewable 

energies in Germany. In order to achieve

the ambiious targets on

reducing CO2-Emissions

while achieving a 

simultaneous nuclear phase-out a further

expansion of the wind energy sector is 

necessary. But how sustainable is wind

energy in fact? Is there a possibility to 

implement a cascaded uilizaion of 

materials? In order to answer those que-

sions an assessment of the complete life

cycle of the wind turbine needs to be 

considered. At first, the operaion of a

wind turbine is not generaing direct 

emissions of greenhouse gases. However,

the construcion of the wind turbine as

well as the supply of raw materials 

did cause a substanial impact on the 

environment. An average wind turbine

mainly consists of steel and reinforced

concrete as well as copper, aluminum,

electronics and service fluids. The 

turbine blades are commonly made  of

fiber-reinforced composites. The 

extracion of resources and emissions can

be determined by systemaic analysis, as

Life Cycle Assessment as example. 

Significant influence on the outcome of

such an analysis holds the possibility of 

recycling the wind turbine as a whole or

parts at the end of its service. A paricular

challenge at the moment is the treatment

of rotor blades. A possible soluion in this 

applicaion example is

the increase of 

material and energy 

efficiency by a cascaded uilizaion of the

rotor blades. Therefore, cascades by 

further reuse or material and energy 

recovery can be considered:

Reuse as turbine blade

In Germany a reuse of wind turbines ater

their service is mainly executed within a

repowering. This defines the dismantling

of inefficient, older wind turbines and 

replacing them by new, more efficient

wind turbines at the same locaion. The

dismantled wind turbines did not yet

achieve their expected life ime of 20 years

and therefore are oten reused at a 

different locaion.

Reuse as construcion material

Ater their service wind turbine blades can

be used as a basic construcion material.

In this applicaion field creaivity and 

inovaion are needed. Usage of wind 

CCASCADEASCADE UUSESE
A CA CASEASE SSTUDYTUDY OFOF RROTOROTOR BBLADESLADES

© © AlphaAlpha VentusVentus
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wind energy?



turbine blades as slides on playgrounds for

children as well as provisional roofing is

possible.

Recycling of materials

The recycling of turbine blades with the

target of uilizaion of fiber-reinforced

composites.

Recycling of material and energy

A combined usage of materials as well as

their incorporated energy is possible by

usage of the material as a secondary fuel

in the cement industry. This process 

uilizes the heat of the combusion 

process (energy) as well as the remaining

ash (material).

In conclusion, there are different 

approaches to treat wind turbine 

blades ater their service. 

However, none of the 

approaches can provide a 

closed-loop recycling of 

materials. Therefore, more 

advanced disposal concepts

need to be developed. Hence,

this would be a topic for 

another research subject. Transport of a wind turbine blade

© Rosa Garcia Sanchez

Demounted wind turbine blade

© Rosa Garcia Sanchez

Growing up in an ecovillage I came across 

concepts for the environment-friendly use of 

resources in a young age. Residents of the village

aimed for a sustainable lifestyle with a self-providing

agriculture. In this way the significance of a closed-

loop economy that can be improved by a cascaded

uilizaion of materials always has been disinct. I followed my enthusi-

asm for the topic by choosing the course of Environmental Engineering

at the University of Applied Sciences Bremen, Germany. I studied for two

semesters abroad at the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa in addi-

ion to my studies in Germany. The Cascade Use research group provided

a voluntary internship together with the pracical phase of my course to

further develop my interest in the area of resource efficiency.

Kalle Wulf, B. Sc.

Student Environmental Engineering M.Sc. 

(Bremen University of Applied Sciences)

“

“
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It has become clear that the recycling 

industry has various possibiliies to keep

products or raw materials longer in 

producion and uilizaion cycles. This can

reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

and make an important contribuion to the

protecion and conservaion of the 

environment. Remanufacturing, as a form

of reuse in combinaion

with recycling or 

recovery of the raw 

materials, is an example

of a possible exploitaion

possibility. But how can each individual

consumer or product user contribute?

Even if there are not always clear soluions,

the most important recommendaion is to

ask for a visit to the workshop: Which 

alternaives to a new part are available

(used / repaired parts)? 

Thus, a price advantage can

oten be obtained 

without having 

to accept restricions on funcion or safety.

The range of services for repaired parts

may be larger than expected. In addiion,

the market is constantly evolving. Some 

examples from the automoive sector 

for currently available repaired car parts

are, in addiion to the previously 

menioned alternators, starters, climate

compressors, diesel 

injectors, pumps or

electric and hydraulic

steering systems. 

In addiion to these 

mechanical or mechatronic components,

today, purely electrical components such

as engine control units are also being 

repaired. In order to implement an 

exchange between the old part and the 

repaired part, companies oten use a 

so-called old part deposit. The handling of

the old deposit is regulated by the dealer

directly with the dealer, so that the end

customer has no further expenditure 

requirements. If the old part of the vehicle

owner can be repaired, the deposit is 

usually passed on to the customer. Of

course, every vehicle owner can also 

contribute to the

HHOWOW

EEVERYONEVERYONE

CANCAN

CCONTRIBUTEONTRIBUTE

Repairing instead of 

replacing saves money

and resources 

© blackday - fotolia.com
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"end of life" of the vehicle, which means

that his end-of-life vehicle has the lowest

possible environmental impact. Therefore,

every vehicle owner should expressly 

request a cerificate of recovery if his old

car is disposed of, or an old used vehicle

is is traded in order to make it 

recyclable by the vehicle dealer. 

Of course not every used vehicle has to be

further used. However, if the car has

reached a state which does not allow 

further use, the demand for a recovery

cerificate can prevent illegal export or 

illegal disposal. In cerified dismantling

companies which issue these 

cerificaions of use, end-of-life vehicles

are prepared for material recycling. Some

parts of the vehicle are also being 

extracted and examined, in order to resell

them as used parts. Through the trade

with these used parts from various 

vehicles are also aimed by car mechanics

and thus become spare parts, which are

considered "as good as new".

2121

Society has been coninuously moving to become data-

driven. This will come accompanied by an increasing 

demand of capacity to store, process and transmit data. To

achieve this, energy demands for data operaions, as well

as the amount of raw materials for the required ICT devices,

are growing irremediably. Through my various experiences

in analysing regionals energy systems, and requirements of different 

sectors of the industry, the problemaic of ensuring enough resources for

key sectors of the economy, while maintaining standards of operaion,

has been the focus of my work during the past years. Applying 

methodologies for sustainable development and a raional use of natural

resources, we are looking to apply different concepts of energy manage-

ment, material efficiency and end-of-life use to Data Center 

applicaions to reduce their overall impact on the environment and 

ensure enough resources to saisfy the present and future demand.

Fernando Peñaherrera V., M.Sc.

Research Scienist

Focus: Industrial Energy Efficiency

“

“



In addiion to the already described 

possibiliies for further use, there 

are also many vehicle parts which are 

suitable for further use, but are 

unfortunately not repaired. Reasons for

this is oten low profitability of repairing or

refurbishing. This is

shown by means of

the example of the

cross-link of a 

vehicle. The cross-link is a relaively small

component and is installed in every 

modern vehicle. It is part of the so-called

wheel suspension and assumes the 

funcion of the absorpion of horizontal

forces acing on the wheel. A defect in the

transverse guide is oten caused by joints

which have been knocked out. 

The Alyukat company from Belarus has

been installing cross-links for some ime

and is leading them to a further phase of

uilizaion. However, this 

repair process has not yet

been implemented at an 

industrial level, as is the case

with other components. This

example shows potenials for

resource conservaion in today's cars.

Oten only the operaion phase of the

product is considered, and pre-chaining

the product producion is neglected. In the

case of the transverse link, aluminum 

casings are frequently used in producion.

However, in the 

case of bauxite, the

materials must be

dismantled and a

great deal of energy is needed in the 

further producion. Red mud is also 

produced, which is mostly deposited. 

Aluminum recycling is oten cited as a 

posiive example of recycling, since the use

of recycled aluminum can save energy by

more than 90%. These would be ecological

reasons for the longest possible reuse 

of aluminum components. On the 

contrary, being ecologically sensible does

not have to be economically feasible.

Some components are relaively 

inexpensive and repairs may require a high

level of personnel deployment. Our 

example clearly shows the advantage of

recycling. The long-term development of a

repair process results in the company

being able to offer the repair of cross-links.

EECONOMICALCONOMICAL BBOUNDARIESOUNDARIES

VERSUSVERSUS RRESOURCEESOURCE LLIMITSIMITS

Does reuse increase 

costs in production?

Suspension control arms before remanufacturing; on the

let: remanufactured control arms. © Katok

© Katok 



At present, reuse may result in higher

costs than new producion. These are the 

economic limits for the circular material

flows. Of course, legal rules can be 

applied, but the impacts and the 

avoidance reacions of the markets are

not always easy to predict. Thus, it can be

controlled by environmental laws, e.g. also

come to an export of environmental 

problems. Outsourcing of environmental

problems can also be caused by economic

decisions (for example, the purchase of

certain products abroad and shited pro-

ducion). This illustrates the connecion

between ecological and economic ques-

ions. In order to contribute to a beter

cycle of resources in the sense of resource

conservaion, the decision of each 

individual is sill important. An obvious 

example is, of course, separaion of 

household waste. The pre-sorted waste

provided in this way helps each individual

to achieve a successful recycling. For even

beter cascade uilizaion, which also takes

reuse more into account, everyone can 

contribute something and ideally sill save

money.
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Two years ago, I dropped my smartphone on the

stone porch of a café. The screen was completely

cracked. When I had bought my phone, I had taken

out a special insurance with the phone company that

would cover repairs of cracks. So I contacted the

phone company. I assumed that I had to send away my phone to

get it repaired. However, the employee explained that it would be

too complicated and too expensive to get the phone repaired. 

Instead, I got a new phone sent via mail. Nowadays, in almost all

ciies there is at least one shop that is specialized to repair 

smartphones or tablets with cracks of their screen or body. In 

addiion, there are mobile phones that are designed in a way that

makes it easier to replace parts. This comes not only handy if the

screen cracks when the phone is dropped. Also other parts can be

replaced and recycled once they break or when technical progress

demands an upgrade. So why buying always new?

Klara Winkler, M.Sc

PhD Student in Ecological Economy

Main focus: Market data analysis of the 

automobile recycling industry

“
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Minecrat changed a significant

amount of aitudes towards 

computer gaming.  Children saw the open

world game as a sandbox for creaivity

while keeping the tradiional elements of

an “adventure” game, such as having 

monsters to fight 

and having many 

opportuniies for 

exploraion.  Adults

saw the game as a digital version of the

popular Lego toys where children could

construct creaive structures in a 

simulaion of the natural world while not

being exposed to inappropriate content.

The game throws the player, represented

by a Lego-like, semi-ariculated figure, into

the block-formed world of Minecrat

where they must crat tools, gather 

various materials and, most importantly,

stay alive. The Minecrat world contains

various monsters along with the ever 

present danger of starvaion.  Staring with 

nothing, the player is encouraged to 

invesigate being a lumberjack by 

manually hiing a tree to get pieces of

wood to crat a makeshit axe or pickaxe to

gather more lumber or to start mining

soter stone.  As the game progresses, the

player gains access to beter tools by 

mining for beter materials, which enables

them to access more and more of the 

subterranean world.

The player is constantly faced with 

challenges of storage and processing 

of gathered materials,

the challenges of

gathering the materials

and managing the

supply of materials.  Some materials, such

as diamonds, cobalt and emeralds, much

like the real world, are very scarce and are

not replenished when used.  The 

constraints placed on players forces them

to consider material criicality when using

these valuable materials for crating and

building.  Certain materials are, however,

reusable by simply breaking the block with

an appropriate tool.  One could certainly

say that the fantasy world of Minecrat

does not represent the real world, while at

the same ime it encourages children to

see the world with creaive and curious

eyes while being aware of resource 

availability.  Self-sustainability principles

are also conveyed through acions such as

farming and herding, where the player can

choose to either forage for food which 

becomes increasingly difficult when the

supply is depleted, or to begin farming in

RRESOURCEESOURCE MMANAGEMENTANAGEMENT

ININ PPOPULAROPULAR CCOMPUTEROMPUTER GGAMESAMES ANDAND SSIMULATIONSIMULATIONS

“Player is managing the

supply of materials.”

© luddebenke, Deviant Art



Ater being acively involved in teaching

and research in the fields of arificial intelli-

gence and process opimizaion in South

Africa, I joined the Cascade Use research

group. In the research group I examine how sotware can be used as

a decision support for the representaion of material efficiency, 

material composiion and processes in recycling and repair companies

as well as for related organizaions. Computer games and e-sports

are two of my hobbies that moivate me to consider the possibiliies

of games or simulaions to promote the understanding of useful 

topics like recycling or material management. While not my direct 

research field, my hobby research in the domain of digital entertain-

ment explores open quesions about educaion and awareness of the

issue of recycling and the usefulness of games to develop decision-

making.

Clayton Burger, M.Sc.

Research scienist, doctoral student

Focus: Informaion procurement and decision-making on the

cycle management of vehicles

a spot of open land to

grow their own crops

and possibly raise their

own animals. These

challenges are similar

challenges to what

global sustainability

faces, albeit on a much

smaller scale, but by exposing children to

games that simulate their imaginaion

their imaginaions are engaged while

learning about material management 

and recycling as a process to maximise

material efficiency.  Digital entertainment,

specifically computer games, provide a

neatly packaged view of the opportuniies

for material management while sill 

providing hours of entertainment for 

children and adults alike.  Maintaining this

level of immersion and entertainment

comes naturally to computer games

where the appeal is to have fun and pro-

vide a form of escapism from the outside

world, while sill learning about 

constraints and opportuniies.  Material

management is an oten ignored aspect of

the gaming experience which serves as an

interesing landscape for us to study while

seeking ways of raising awareness for 

recycling and sustainability challenges.
“

“

Example of a player construcion

© Minecrat
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CCASCADEASCADE UUSESE - - 
WWHATHAT DOESDOES ITIT REALLYREALLY MEANMEAN??

Cascade Use is an English phrase mean-
ing using something on different levels.
This describes different usage levels
of products we use or buy every day.
This is like the waterfall in the picture:
before the water flows into the river,
it flows over many different steps.
Products such as paper or glass also run
through different steps, just like the
waterfall. Garbage we produce every
day can be  recycled, for the most part,
it can be used again - only in a different
form. Glass can be used to form new
bottles, and similarly, paper can be
shredded, bleached and processed to
new paper. This means that fewer trees
have to be cut for new paper. Garbage
recycling is therefore a good way to
protect our environment, and and it is
even better if things do not even end up
as rubbish. Instead they can be 
repaired so we could used them longer
and we avoid byuing new things every
time. If they are repaired instead, then
we can use something longer and we
don’t have to buy new things every time!
This is also a fun way of seeing how
things are made and how to fix them. In

the case of Cascade Use, many scien-
tists (researchers working at the desk
and not in a laboratory) are working on 
solutions and ideas on how to use as
many parts as possible from broken
cars. They also think about how cars
can provide less pollution.
Cars run by combustion
engines produce 
exhaust gases that
are harmful to our 
environment. The 
Cascade Use team
also works with 
partners in other
countries, such as
China and Canada,
and exchanges
with other working
groups working on
interesting ideas.
That’s real team-
work.

KKIDSIDS CCORNERORNER
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Many parts in a car are still very valu-
able, even if the car is already totally 
broken. For example, there are precious raw
materials, which have to be very carefully dug
out from mines because they are so rare and also
do not regrow. Car parts made from these materials can be better developed, 
recycled and and reused compared to ending on a landfill. Car tires, for example, can
still be used for a lot of different things, even if they have already been removed
and replaced by new ones. From an old tire you can make a great tire swing or many
farms would use it as a weighting for hay bales to stop them from blowing away. You
could also disassemble the tire to see what’s really inside. The metals in the tire
would be removed and the rubber of the tires would be shredded. This granulate 
(so-called the tire confetti) is then an "ingredient" in the production of artificial
grass, gym floors, shoe soles or fall protection mats that you would see in 
playgrounds.

WWHATHAT HHAPPENSAPPENS TOTO OLDOLD

CARSCARS??

You can also support
cascade use and help 

protect our environment. It
would be really great if you want
to make something again, 
instead of buying new, and 
probably very expensive, craft 
materials. You can find the tools for
great great arts work in your 
household – things that you would
normally throw away. For example,
you could make farm animals from
cardboard.  

All you need is: old newspapers, a bit
of kitchen roll & adhesive strips as

well as a bit of paste, brushes and
colors. This is how it is done: First,
you have to consider which animal you
want to make, then you roll legs,
arms, head and everything you need
from newspapers until they have the
desired shape. With strips of 
adhesive tape you can hold the
newspaper in the desired
shape and then glue all the
parts together.
Now glue two 
layers of kitchen
paper to your 
animal. Remember
to use the glue over

the whole piece of paper! When
everything is dried (this will take
about one day) your animal can be
painted as you wish. 

You can also create great things from
empty drinking bottles, detergent
packs or yoghurt cups. There are no

limits to your imagination. So
have fun with your personal
cascade use.
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© DFG Metadis, Universität Bremen
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CCASCADEASCADE USUSEE - - DODO ITIT YOURSELFYOURSELF::



Most cars drive by burning gasoline in the

engine which pushes the car forward. This

combustion, however, leads to exhaust

gases which enter the environment from

the exhaust exhaust pipe and are very

harmful. Using the car less often would be

a good start. When a car doesn’t drive as

much, it produces fewer emissions of

these gases. If you really need the car,

keep always the environment in mind.

Therefore, research has been carried out

for many years to see how cars can be

driven without producing as much of these

gases. Many ideas have been developed and

have already been partly imple-

mented by the car

manufacturers. There are now also cars

that drive with biogas. This is done by

using natural decomposition of biomass

(grass instead of biomass, maize plants,

etc.). And even cars that drive with elec-

tricity from wind or solar power are al-

ready out there. This is called

electromobility. Cars driven by electricity

do not produce harmful exhaust gases

while driving. Cascade use is working on

how to further improve the concept – for

example, where the electricity for 

electromobility can be harvested. 

Alexandra Pehlken runs Cascade Use and

often visits schools to talk to you

about these topics to 

explain how everything

works.

A A CARCAR THATTHAT SPARESSPARES OUROUR ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

- - HOWHOW DOESDOES ITIT WORKWORK??

When yo
u have s

ome awe
some ide

as or wo
uld like t

o learn

more ab
out elec

tro mobi
lity, con

tact us w
ith your 

class wit
h

this web
site: ww

w.forsch
ungsboe

rse.de

SIGN UP NOW!!!!

and Alexandra Pehlken will visit your school!
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(1) Don't throw it away. Take it to …

(2) Tires are made of …

(3) We need to protect our …

(4) … is when cars are driven by electricity 

(5) Cascade can be found in nature as a …

(6) If something breaks, try to … it

(7) A country CCU is strongly cooperating with … 

(8) If you buy always new products, it is …

(9) Firstname of a CCU member

(10) Firstname of a CCU member

(11) Lastname of the President of the University

(12) Other name for crushed rubber particles

? ?

?

??

??
? ?
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The foundaion of the Cascade Use 

research group is based on young 

researchers, who are at the beginning of

their careers and are accompanied by the

engineer Alexandra Pehlken. Alexandra

Pehlken studied mining

at the RWTH Aachen

University and ob-

tained her doctorate

degree  at the Chair for the Treatment and

Recycling  of Solid Waste. At Carl von 

Ossietzky University of Oldenburg, she 

enlisted the Cascade Use research group

within the framework of the FONA funding

of the Federal Ministry of Educaion and

Research of Germany and leads the man-

agement. The team includes project assis-

tant Charlote Schaeffer, as the heart and

soul of the team, as well as the two 

doctoral students, who come from differ-

ent disciplines: computer science (Clayton

Burger) and business administraion

(Mathias Kalverkamp). Thus, Cascade Use

works very interdisciplinarily as well as 

internaionally. Due to the cooperaion

with Shanghai Jiao Tong University in

China, regular exchange takes place with

Chinese researchers on

developments in the

Chinese market. Like-

wise, we maintain very

good contact with our colleagues from

Cape Town and Port Elizabeth,  as our 

computer science employee Clayton

Burger previously worked in South Africa.

We have also established a network with

Canada and are conducing research 

stays on both sides. In addiion to the 

employees who are integrated into the

group unil the end of the project period,

we are supported by the young academics.

Scienific assistants suport us in research,

data analysis and modeling. Oten, this 

applicaion-oriented research results in 

inter-disciplinary 

and internationally 

connected

TTEAMWORKEAMWORK & N& NETWORKSETWORKS

ANAN IMPORTANTIMPORTANT FUNDAMENTALFUNDAMENTAL
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making contacts to industry for further

professional development. In addiion to

cooperaing with industry partners, 

Cascade Use is also strongly networked

within the university and also maintains

contacts with working groups in the 

context of sustainable mobility as well as

energy efficiency. Alexandra Pehlken

places great importance to good team-

work in addiion to her professional focus.

Cascade Use thus has a great family spirit.

In this case, young talents are also being

integrated into the research. According to

the moto "You can never begin educaion

early enough," we have integrated a 

children's side" into this brochure to bring

our research closer to a wider age range.

From my professional experience in the automoive

sector, I know how focused consumers are on the latest

model and just how few are thinking about what actually

happens ater the lifecycle of their vehicle. In the Cascade

Use research group, I am paricularly interested in the fact

that research topics are relevant for each consumer. Our brochure 

provides valuable ips on how every consumer, whether big or small,

can simply make a contribuion to environmental and resource 

conservaion.

Charlote Schaeffer, B.A.

Scienific Advisor

Focus: Financial management & public relaions

“

“
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PhD Meeing at HWK, Delmenhorst (Germany)

(private photo)

AvH Humboldt Meeing in Potsdam

© AvH/Hergenhan
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My studies combine physics and engineering and so I have come to hear a lot about 

technologies which can help us to produce green and clean energy. Parially, these technologies

are already established today as for example wind energy here in the Northern part of Germany.

But there is a huge potenial for more especially concerning sustainable mobility and recycling. That is why I

believe working with an interdisciplinary team in the working group of Cascade Use is important and full of new

experiences because this is the way to a sustainable future.

Kirsten Kleis, B. Eng.

Student Engineering Physics

Focus: Postgraduate Programme Renewable Energy

“

“

EU COST Project meeing in Porto, Portugal 

(private photo)

Staring Team of Cascade Use in 2014

© Daniel Schmidt

The Cascade Use Research

Group makes its contribuion to

finding soluions to address the 

environmental challenges of the

21st century. My interests and 

experience so far are in line with

current research topics, so I am now looking 

forward to being part of the research group.

Cordelia Pätz, B.Sc.

Student SEM

Focus: Life Cycle Assessment

“

“
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I have been a student assistant at Cascade Use during my 

master's degree. My studies focused on sustainability strategies such

as Cascade use, especially applied to the domain of bateries. 

Working with Cascade Use gave me the opportunity to deepen this

theoreical knowledge in current research projects and, above all, to apply it directly

in pracice. So I learned a lot about the criical metals contained in the automobile,

conducted material flow analyzes and dealt with various recycling technologies. 

I found this topic very exciing, so I also wrote my master thesis on resource 

restricions and recycling possibiliies for fuel cell vehicles in the research group. My

most important finding by working with Cascade Use is the fact that quesions about

the sustainability of innovaions - including 'green technologies' - always include 

unintended rebound effects such as the impact on raw material consumpion..

Rikka Witstock, M.A.

Research Assistant at the University of Osnabrück

“

“

Visit to STENA Recycling in Gothenburg, Sweden 

(Private Photo during LCM2013 Conference)
Meeing of the AvH Humboldt Foundaion in Hyderabad, India
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The topic of muliple usage of resources was the focus of my master’s 

degree and was the first ime that I was exposed to this area.  At the ime, 

Dr.-Ing. Alexandra Pehlken was working in a project on the recycling potenial

of strategic metals. Later on, I wrote my master thesis on the topic of sus-

tainable resource management in the context of Cascade Use with a view to

the use of strategic metals for tracion bateries in the field of electric mobil-

ity. From the very beginning, the diversity and potenial of the invesigaion and opimiza-

ion of material flows and energy flows in the context of sustainability have inspired me.

Sustainability is a widely used term or a widely used atribute for a sustainable future, both

at an economic, social and ecological level. This is an ideal that is expressed behind the

complex interrelaions which are difficult to model. For many, including myself, the term

is therefore difficult to grasp and, above all, difficult to verify. For me, material flows and

energy flows have been the most striking and trustworthy indicators for sustainability, in

paricular at the ecological level, to be assessed, assessed and opimized. They are based

on the most fundamental laws of nature and give the utmost framework of our acions.

And even if the claim is not to place any of the three levels above the others, ensuring a

sustainable deal with the resources of this one earth is ulimately the condiion of the

economy and our physical and social existence.

Sabine Albach, M.A.

Projectmanagement-Office OOWV

“
Visit at Lumotech in South Africa

(private photo)

“

Fernanod Penaherrera wins 1st price at ReCreew internaional phd school

(photo by TUHH) 



I worked in the oil industry and I realized the amount of materials and en-

ergy required to extract hydrocarbons that are aterwards converted to useful

energy but also to emissions. Because of that, I decided to study Postgraduate

Programme Renewable Energy at University of Oldenburg looking for soluions

to generate the power we need today in more environmentally-friendly ways. With low emis-

sions, renewable energy technologies are promissory soluions that generate power from

natural flows such as sun radiaion, energy stored in biomass or wind. Through Cascade Use

I became aware of a different perspecive of renewable energy: the perspecive of material

use and resource limits. In many cases the energy converters require materials that are scarce

or produced in a limited quanity; with a growing share of the energy market, the availability

of the materials used for the construcion of renewable energy conversion technologies might

become criical in the future. Now I think that a broader view is required for sustainability,

considering besides the sources of energy and the emissions, the efficient use of materials

and their recycling and reuse at the end of their life cycle.  

Juan Camilo Gómez Trillo, Ingeniero Químico 

Student Postgraduate Programme Renewable Energy

Focus: Recycling of photovoltaic cell

“

“
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Alexandra Pehlken, Chen Ming and Team in front of the  SJTU, Shanghai

(private photo)

Test drive of a pedelec provided by green mobility

© OLEC



Web: www.uni-oldenburg.de/cascadeuse

phone: +49 (0) 441 798 4327

Fax: -49 (0) 441 798 4379

Team: Dr. Alexandra Pehlken

Head of the Group

alexandra.pehlken@uni-oldenburg.de

Charlote Schaeffer

Projectassistant / Scienific Advisor

charlote. schaeffer@uni-oldenburg.de

Mathias Kalverkamp

Research Scienist

mathias.kalverkamp@uni-oldenburg.de

Clayton Burger

Research Scienist

clayton.burger@uni-oldenburg.de

Please contact our Research Assistants via

Charlote Schaeffer.

postal address: Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg

Ammerländer Heerstr. 114 -116

D -26129 Oldenburg

visitor address: Campus Haarentor

Building A5, Room 0-025

CCONTACTONTACT
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We thank all contributors to this leaflet/brochure.

Cascade Use Team. Spring  2017
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